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The Alumni Corner
2011 Reunion
Zeta Rho was born on May
23, 1953. Eight classes were
initiated over the years before the chapter became
inactive. December 8, 2005,
was very special, with the
recharter and a New Alpha
Class.
On April 16, 2010, the 100th
member of Zeta Rho crossed
into the joys of our Order.
We will celebrate five years
of new life on Saturday,
April 30, 2011, with the first
ever Alumni Barbeque!

“Harmony is ever to be
the noble aim of our
beloved society—
harmony not only in
music, but in the life
within the fraternity,
and in the broader and
fuller life beyond its
portals: it is the
harmony whose music
is felt in the hearty
handclasp, heard in the
cheerful greeting, seen
in living notes in the
generous act.” —
Ossian Everett Mills

The Steering Committee, cochairs are Darius Gaines
(New A) and Mike Harris
(New H). The Committee
challenges donation of $25
from each alumni Sinfonian
by February 15, 2010. The
check should be made to Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia—Zeta
Rho Chapter, and should be
sent to Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia— Zeta Rho Chapter c/o
Fisk University Music ; 1000
17th Avenue, North; Nashville, TN 37208.

Renew your brotherhood
and meet alumni from the
past 57 years! Get to know
the collegiate brothers. Sing
and make music with each
other.
REUNION SCHEDULE
Saturday, April 30, 2011
11:00

Music Rehearsal

12:00

Barbeque

Monday, May 2, 2011
10:00

Commencement

after

Singing on the
yard

11:00

Music Rehearsal

A Word From the
Treasurer

we are not able to function
from collegiate support
alone. It takes a unified
effort from all members of
the chapter. Financial support from alumni brothers
helps with the operation of
the Fraternity and sets an
example for today’s collegiate members to follow
once they become alumni.
When you give, know that
your financial sacrifice will
never be in vain, and that
your gift is always appreciated no matter how large or
small. So alumni, please
continue to give. If you have
not given, there is never a
bad time to start.
Jordan Holland (New Ε)
Treasurer

As a future alumnus of the
Zeta Rho Chapter of Phi Mu
Alpha I see it as necessary
and beneficial to give back to
the Fraternity as a whole,
but especially my chapter.
Giving back shows support
for the organization. As a
chapter and a brotherhood,

Alumni Speak Out

by Members of New Alpha

Coming back home is always
exceptionally amazing because I have the honor of
calling the men of Zeta Rho
my brothers. This homecoming the bruhs definitely
made flying back worth
wild. I enjoyed the fellowship with the bruhs each and
every day. Having the opportunity to get to know
brothers who have come
after me through fellowship

was a joy. I particularly
enjoyed my last night with
the guys at TGI Fridays. It
brought me back to our
chicken and beer days. It’s
nice to see the guys carrying
on a legacy that has enriched all of us. I think that
Zeta Rho has truly exemplified what it means to be
outstanding leaders, students, but most of all musicians. I look forward to

participating in many more
fellowships with my brothers. You definitely reminded me of why I love my
Phi, My Mu, and My Alpha!
Keep up the good work!
Doran “Rhythm & Blues”
Senat
Continued on p. 3
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Alumni Speak Out
Continued from p. 2

“All of our noble dreams,
inspirations and visions
succeed or fail depending
on the quality and character of our men and the
fraternal spirit that resides in each of us. There
is no other key.
“So let us each make a
conscious and deliberate
effort to elevate others
with our thoughts, our
words, our actions — and
with music. Each time
we uplift our fellow-man
we raise fallen sparks
and win the soul of the
world to harmony.” —
John Alan Mongiovi
National President

Annually, Fisk University
beckons alumni near and far
to come together on her hallowed grounds. Homecoming, furnishes a platform for
current students and alumni
to gather in pursuit of truth
and beauty. I was most excited about the prospect of
spending time with my chapter brothers, and for good
reason. Throughout homecoming, I was always in the
company of at least one of
my chapter brothers. We
cheered our dear Bulldogs to
victory at the Homecoming
games. We strolled together
in fraternity regalia, at the
Greek step show. We raised

by Members of New Alpha

our voices in chorus, much
to the pleasure of those who
heard. Arguably, the most
fulfilling experience came at
week's end when I dined
with a group of brothers at a
local restaurant.
It was a most fitting end to a
great Homecoming. My
smile lingered long after I
arrived back in Chicago. In
my sincere opinion, my
Homecoming experience
lends itself to the noble aim
of our beloved fraternity.
Thus, I eagerly anticipate
the next Homecoming.
Darius “Cut Time” Gaines,
Chicago, Illinois

Joining the Fight against AIDS by De’Andre Jones—New Theta
A sense of community is an
important asset to any
group of individuals who
aim at bettering themselves
and others. HIV/AIDS has

become a pandemic that has
struck fear into the hearts
and homes of many families
around the world.
On October 2, 2010 , Zeta
Rho joined hands with the

Nashville community in an attempt
to spread awareness about the
disease by participating in the
Annual AIDS
walk in downtown Nashville.
Prior to the walk
there were tents
set up to provide awareness
and prevention dialogues
about the disease, gift bags
filled with information, pins

and snacks were given to the
participants. Walkers had
the real sense that they were
part of something bigger than
themselves. The
Zeta Rho Chapter will continue
to unite with the
Fisk community
as well as Nashville community
to continue
fight against
HIV/AIDS.

Sinfonica
Charles Michael Harris, Jr.,
(New H), Editor
ΖΡ Chapter of ΦΜΑ Sinfonia
Fisk University—Music
1000 17th Avenue, North
Nashville, Tennessee 37208

The Object of this Fraternity shall be for the development of
the best and truest fraternal spirit; the mutual welfare and
brotherhood of musical students; the advancement of music in
America and a loyalty to the Alma Mater.

A Word From the President

ΖΡ Chapter of ΦΜΑ Sinfonia
Officers and Advisors
President:
Pierre-Jamar Moton (New Ε)
Vice-President:
Joseph Jackson Bazelais (New Η)
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Jordan Alexander Holland
(New Ε)
Warden:
Adrian Smith (New Ε)
Province Council Representative/
Senator:
Richard Kobby Akrobetu
(New Θ)
Advisors:
Dr. Philip Autry (ΜΓ)
Dr. Gary Powell Nash (ΔΘ)
Bryan Kent Wallace (ΟΛ)

Pierre-Jamar Moton, President
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As we prepare to transition
into this new semester, we all
enter into the term with positive minds and working spirits. Continuing to evaluate
ourselves based on objects set
forth in the president’s vision

by Pierre-Jamar Moton—New Epsilon

as presented to the brothers at the
Fall 2010 retreat, we are more
motivated than ever before. Zeta
Rho is continuing to hold strong
to the proclamation set forth by
SGA president Jenise Burks as the
“most productive male organization on campus.” We completed
the semester with two successful
Mills Music Missions, three effective fundraisers, and a host of
other service programs. I anticipate that this semester will be
more eventful than ever before.
As we prepare to make history by
initiating the Iota class into our
chapter, we are making positive
strides towards not only bringing
in a class of scholarly gentlemen,
but the brothers of the Zeta Rho
chapter are also preparing for the
unveiling of our very own campus

plot. take pride in setting an
example in our classrooms,
organizations, and any other
areas we represent. So Let It
Be for SINFONIA!

